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nell-Nezahma's attempt to identify the dimensions of the semantic universe and the possibility of relation with curriculum semiotic according to the theory analysis, semiotic to several approaching reflect the threshold text with its various dimensions down to the details of induction, delayed defining early champion and dynamic text, which included a mobility that hero and to stay at semiotics colors that mobility and the extent of effectiveness of signs by function and is therefore by unique heritage tourism in the Arab and Islamic world from the perspective of universal and the epistolary to identify the overall semantic semiotics, shrouded in a text such as the text of the epic of Karbala and the identification of induction horizon pattern unique semiotic Championship

Summary

We are about trying to identify the dimensions of the semantic universe and the possibility of relation with curriculum semiotic according to the theory analysis, semiotic to several approaching reflect the threshold text with its various dimensions down to the details of induction, delayed defining early champion and dynamic text, which included a mobility that hero and to stay at semiotics colors that mobility and the extent of effectiveness of signs by function and is therefore by unique heritage tourism in the Arab and Islamic world from the perspective of universal and the epistolary to identify the overall semantic semiotics, shrouded in a text such as the text of the epic of Karbala and the identification of induction horizon pattern unique semiotic Championship